
Work is not man's
punishment. 

It is his reward.

love and
passion

Our NETs teach with

We have two loving and passionate

NETs. Mr. Tither is a sociable and

cheerful person. He enjoys talking with

our boys.  Ms. Gaby is organised and

creative. She always has brilliant ideas

to share. The Google Classroom created

by them during the quarantine helped

our boys enjoy English at home. 
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The school provides an opportunity for

our boys to participate in this

meaningful event. Through tough

training, our boys learn the importance

of resilience and persistence.

The 71st Speech Festival
(English)



their surroundings
connecting our boys with 

English is of utmost importance in our

school. Other than that, our teachers

consider world knowledge as essential for

our boys. We introduce to them a wide range

of knowledge through the English Broadcast

during morning assemblies.

Social media fill everyone's life. We set up  a

green screen which allows a ray of visual

effects and chroma keying on our boys'

Instagram accounts. They have a lot of fun

creating their own pictures and stories.

for our boys
providing English support

English Society has meetings with its

members after school. Their close bond helps

each other to learn English better.

English Corner opens regularly for our boys to

have a place to relax and enjoy English fun. It

is also a place for small-group discussion

practices.

Flamma is the school's English publication

club. Capable writers are selected editors for

the club. They publish newsletters each year

for their schoolmates.

E n g l i s h  f u n
popcorn movie 
Popcorn is available on the days we enjoy

movies in the English Corner. Thanks to our

new popcorn machine, all popcorn is fresh

and flavourful.

level activities
Level activities are perfect platforms for our

boys to work with their classmates to fight

for their class.

after-school practices
After-school practices are also provided for

target students. They focus on improving

students' four skills in English. By working in

small groups, students' receive instant and

proper help from teachers.

having 


